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Vendors are responsible for 63% of reported data breaches. Vendor cyber risk is on 
the agenda of every board meeting. Furthermore, many regulations require a Cyber 
Vendor Risk Management program including the General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR), NYS Department of Financial Services Part 500, the Insurance Data Security 
Act, Most U.S. State Privacy Laws, PCI and many others.

Current methods of vendor cyber risk scoring include scraping the deep and dark web 
which provides only external data or use the FAIR method that is only vulnerability 
based.  This data is simply not enough to benchmark and reduce vendor risk.  Both 
internal information and inherent risk information is missing.

Your cyber risk is internal. 85% of a business is now in digital form compared to 10% 
in 2010. Therefore, 85% of your business value is digital. Gartner states, “As the shift 
to digital business continues, Gartner sees an increased focus on the risks associated 
with the complex ecosystems that are an integral part of digital businesses.”

An internal approach using digital asset cyber risk:

• Assesses the amounts of financial exposure each vendor has

• Provides comparative analysis of vendors and shows what can be done to reduce
vendor cyber risk

• Determines how much cyber insurance each vendor should have on your

insurance certificate



• Cloud Risk: How much cloud risk do you have?

• Access Risk: Who has admin access and why?

• Patch Risk: Whose patching, how often?

• Data Risk: What type of data is the vendor processing?

• Exposure Risk: How much exposure do we have?

• Log Review Risk: How often are server and intrusion detection logs reviewed?

• Comparative analysis: Which of our vendors have the most cyber risk? Why? How

can we reduce it?

• Comparative analysis: What does the vendor relationship truly look like in terms

of cyber risk
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There are different types of vendors.  Service Vendors include attorneys or IT/Manage-
ment consulting companies.  Organizations send out sensitive data to Service Vendors 
like attorneys, accountants, etc.  IT or Management Consulting Vendors typically 
implement IT solutions.  Product Vendors supply technology components.  Cloud Ven-
dors provide a set of software, infrastructure or platforms as a service.  We quantify 
the exposures and score each vendor type in terms of impact and likelihood.
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Vendor data can be aggregated up or drilled down into details of each risk using charts 
or heat maps.

Most companies send data outside their organization to vendors.  These data feeds or 
transfers have sensitive information that can ruin your business if the vendor has a 
breach.  The risk that your vendors have is your risk.  It is not transferred.

You as the 1st party own the data and will suffer the most if your vendor is underin-
sured and there is a breach. We measure the likelihood of a breach and the impact for 
each digital asset the vendor touches. We also show the relationships and intercon-
nectivity between digital assets and allow customers to choose the strategy that is 
best for their needs.
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Cyber Innovative
Technologies
CIT is a pioneer in cyber risk. Our cyber risk engine 
uses a digital asset approach that provides busi-
ness-oriented use cases coupled with an automat-
ed cyber risk management platform. Supporting 
fortune 1000 companies, government agencies, 
insurance companies and M&A firms, CIT provides 
a comprehensive suite of cyber risk software solu-
tions that increase cyber resilience.

We are the only company that utilizes a digital 
asset approach for cyber risk management. As the 
shift to digital business continues, Gartner sees an 
increased focus on the risks associated with the 
complex ecosystems that are an integral part of 
digital businesses.

CEO & Founder Ariel Evans is a senior cybersecurity expert, serial entrepreneur, and 
author. Ariel is the CEO of Cyber Innovative Technologies, and the founder of Cyber 
Intelligence 4U, an educational cybersecurity company. Ariel is the author of ‘Manag-
ing Cyber Risk’ published by Routledge Press in April of 2019. The book provides the 
basis to measure digital asset risk with use cases for measuring cyber resilience, cyber 
insurance needs, M&A risk quantification, resource and budgeting needs, using metrics 
that boards and directors can understand.

Ariel’s insight into regulation, governance and 
business connectivity technology allows her to 
provide expert guidance to the Department of 
Homeland Security, The Payment Card Industry & 
other governing bodies that are accountable for 
reducing risk and ensuring secure financial, medi-
cal and personal data.
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